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1.0 Introduction

1.1 Purpose
This report presents the results of the US. Department of Energy's (DOE's) Uranium Mill

Tailings Remedial Action (UMTRA) Project Office poststabilization, annual prelicensing
inspection (API) of the Shiprock, New Mexico, disposal site. This inspection was conducted
on September 9, 10, and 11, 1991, by CS. Goodknight, Chief Inspector, and C.A. Jones and
D.L Scheuerman, Assistant Inspectors, of Chem-Nudear Geotech, Inc., operating contractor at
the Grand Junction Projects Office (GJPO). LL Stewart of Chem-Nuclear Geotech, Inc., also
helped during the inspection. Present during parts of the inspection were Michael Foley from
Window Rock, Arizona, who represented the UMTRA Project for the Navajo Tribe on
September 9 and 10, and Joseph Wexler of the Navajo Area Office of the Bureau of Indian
Affairs in Window Rock on September 9.

The procedures and specifications for this API are based on guidance provided in Guidance
for IIMTRA Project Surveillance and Maintenance (DOE, 1986a) and Surveillance and Maintenance
Plan, Shiprock, New Mexico (DOE, 1986b). The results of the 1991 groundwater quality sampling
will be provided in a separate annual report prepared by the UMTRA Project Office.

1.2 Site Description
The Shiprock (SHP) site in San Juan County, northwestern New Mexico, is located on a

230-acre tract of land on the Navajo Indian Reservation, on the southwest side of the San Juan
River approximately 1 mile south of the center of the town of Shiprock (Figure 1-1). The site is
in Sections 25 and 36, Township 30 North, Range 18 West, and in Section 31, Township 30
North, Range 17 West, New Mexico Principal Meridian. The site and surrounding lands are held
in trust by the United States Government for the benefit of the Navajo Nation.

The elevation of the site ranges from 4,890 feet to about 5,010 feet above sea level. The
tailings embankment is on a terrace about 80 feet above the northwest-flowing San Juan River. A
layer of terrace gravel 10 to 15 feet thick forms the surface of the terrace. The terrace gravel is
being removed and processed for construction material southeast of the site. Gray Mancos Shale
cliffs underlie the terrace gravel and descend to the floodplain of the San Juan River. The
Mancos Shale, as exposed in the cliffs, dips very gently (1-2 degrees) to the east. Cliffs mark the
edge of the terrace to the north and east; the cliffs (about 60 feet high) are continuous except for
a small area at the northwest part of the site where Bob Lee Wash drains to the north and
breaches the cliff. Surface drainage in the site area is generally to the north and east toward the
San Juan River.

The area on the terrace above the San Juan River is arid and desert-like and vegetation is
sparse. Along Bob Lee Wash and on the San Juan River floodplain where the water table is
shallow, vegetation consists mainly of tamarisks and is extremely dense in places.

The disposal site is immediately east of the Navajo Engineering and Construction
Authority (NECA) compound (Figure 1-1). Except for NECA and several Navajo homes just
west of Bob Lee Wash, the remainder of the site is bordered by uninhabited, open terrain.

1
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13 Site History
Residual radioactive materials (uranium mill tailings) are stabilized in place at the site of

the old Shiprock uranium mill. Surface remedial action under the direction of the UMTRA
Project Office was begun in 1985 and was completed in late 1986.

The Shiprock site is currently in poststabilization, prelicensing status. The site is expected
to remain in this status until licensed by the US. Nuclear Regulatory Commission under
provisions of US. Code of Federal Regulations, 10 CFR 40, for long-term surveillance and
maintenance.

A closeout inspection of the site was conducted in January 1987 after the conclusion of
remedial action. The first site inspection (DOE, 1990) was conducted in the spring of 1989 by the
UMTRA Project's Technical Assistance Contractor (TAC). The second site inspection (actually
the first annual prelicensing inspection conducted by the GJPO) was conducted in December
1990 by Chem-Nuclear Geotech, Inc., contractor to the DOE (1991a).

1.4 Site Access
Three locked gates provide access to the site. The gates access the tailings embankment, the

terrace north and east of the tailings embankment, and the floodplain of the San Juan River.
Protocol(s) for access and entry will be explained in the Long-Term Surveillance Plan in
preparation by the UMTRA Project Office.

Access to the tailings embankment and to the terrace, which borders the embankment to
the north and east, is through the NECA compound just west of the site (Figure 1-1). The NECA
compound is at the end of a 0.-mile-long gravel road that goes eastward from U.S. Highway
666, 0.3 mile south of the junction of US. Highways 64 and 666. The locked gate to the tailings
embankment is located at the far west corner of the security fence around the embankment. The
locked gate that provides access to the terrace north and east of the tailings embankment is at
the north end of the NECA compound at the far west corner of the security fence around the
northwest-directed outflow channel area.

The route to the locked gate providing access to the part of the site along the San Juan River
floodplain (Figure 1-1) is as follows:

Mile

0.0 Intersection of gravel road that goes east to the NECA compound with US.
Highway 666. Go north on US. Highway 666 toward Shiprock

03 Stop light at junction with US. Highway 64; continue north on US. Highway 666.

0.5 Turn right on gravel/dirt road just north of 7 to 11 convenience store.

0.7 Artesian well MW-648 is to the right of the road.

0.8 Continue to parking area at edge of terrace. Dirt road, which may not be passable to
vehicles, continues for about 0.1 mile down the slope along Bob Lee Wash to locked
gate at the foot of the slope and the edge of the floodplain.

3



2.0 Annual Prelicensing Inspection
Methods used during the inspection and the results of the inspection are described

under appropriate headings that follow. Supporting information is provided in Appendix A,
Inspection Photo Log and Photographs; Plate 1, Shiprock, New Mexico, Inspection Drawing,
1991 Prelicensing Inspection, and Figure 2-1, Locations of Monitor Wells, Well Points, and Seeps
in the Floodplain Area Along the San Juan River.

2.1 Methods
The inspection was conducted by walking transects on the top and along the sideslopes of

the tailings embankment, along the diversion channels and the security fence, and on the
outlying terrace and floodplain areas. Survey and boundary monuments, site markers, security
fence, gates, signs, settlement plates, erosion control markers, water monitor wells, well points,
and other features of the site were inspected. The locations of specific features discussed below
are shown on Plate 1 or Figure 2-1. Plate 1 is based on the original as-built drawing
SHP-PS-10-0038, which shows the tailings embankment and the general surrounding area on
the terrace surface. Plate 1 includes revisions to the original drawing that were found during the
course of this inspection, such as additional signs and corrections of fence and river bank
positions. Location coordinates for the monitor wells and well points were provided by the
UMTRA Project Office. Figure 2-1 shows features in the floodplain area along the San Juan
River. Specific site surveillance features are listed in Table 2-1.

Equipment used during the inspection included 35-mm camera, 2-foot scale with north
arrow for showing scale and orientation of photographs, measuring tapes, Brunton compass,
notebook, and forms for recording observations and photographs. Photographs were taken
without filtration on color-negative film (Kodacolor 1S0 200). Photographs are identified in the
text of this report, in Appendix A, and on Plate 1 and Figure 2-1 by photo location (PL) number.

2.2 Transects
To facilitate the thorough and efficient inspection of the site, the site was divided into small

areas of various sizes and shapes referred to as transects. Inspectors examined all as-built
features, as well as other noteworthy or interesting features, within each transect. The inspection
of one transect was normally completed before proceeding to the next. Transects used during
inspection of the Shiprock disposal site are listed in Table 2-2 and shown in Figure 2-2.

All of the water monitor wells, well points, erosion control markers, survey monuments,
and boundary monuments are located outside the security fence that surrounds the tailings
embankment. Some of the monitor wells and well points are as much as 0.6 mile from the
tailings embankment. These remote features, along with other items located outside the tailings
embankment security fence, were inspected as part of transects that covered large areas of the
terrace and of the San Ju3n River floodplain.

2.3 Results
Results of the 1991 inspection are reported under two main headings-specific site

surveillance features and transects. Although most surveillance features are within a transect,
specific surveillance features are reported separately, by category, because (1) they are an
important focus of the inspection and (2) a report by category allows the performance of each
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Table 2-1. Specifc Site Surveillance Features at the Shiprock Disposal Site

Identifier Feature Photo Location

SMK-1
SMK-2
SM-1
SM-2
SM-3

ECM-1 and ECM-1 A
ECM-2 and ECM-2A
ECM-3 and ECM-3A
ECM-4 and ECM-4A
SP-1
SP-2
SP-3
SP-4
SP-5
SP-6
SP-7
SP-8
SP-9
SP-10
SP-1 1
SP-12
MW-1
MW-600
MW-601
MW-602
MW-608 and MW-609
MW-610 and MW-611
MW-612
MW-613 and MW-614
MW-615
MW-616
MW-617 and MW-618;
WP-602
MW-619
MW-620, MW-621, and
MW-622; WP-607
MW-623, MW-624, and
MW-625

Entrance Gate (tailings embankment) and Sign
Entrance Gate (terrace area) and Sign
Entrance Gate (floodplain area) and Sign
Gate and Sign on Floodplain Road
Sign near Boundary Monument (east)
Perimeter Fence Signs (23 total)
Site Marker I
Site Marker 2
Survey Monument 1
Survey Monument 2
Survey Monument 3
Boundary Monument (south)
Boundary Monument (east)
Erosion Control Markers 1 and 1 A
Erosion Control Markers 2 and 2A
Erosion Control Markers 3 and 3A
Erosion Control Markers 4 and 4A
Settlement Plate 1
Settlement Plate 2
Setflement Plate 3
Settlement Plate 4
Settlement Plate 5
Settlement Plate 6
Settlement Plate 7
Settlement Plate 8
Settlement Plate 9
Settlement Plate 10
Settlement Plate 11
Settlement Plate 12
Monitor Welt 1, Terrace to North
Monitor Well 600, Terrace to North
Monitor Well 601, Terrace to South
Monitor Well 602, NECA Property
Monitor Wells 608 and 609
Monitor Wells 610 and 611
Monitor Well 612
Monitor Wells 613 and 614
Monitor Well 615
Monitor Well 616
Monitor Wells 617 anL '18; Well Point 602

Monitor Well 619
Monitor Wells 620,621, and 622; Well Point 607

Monitor Wells 623, 624, and 625

1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

40
41

42
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Table 2-1 (continued). Specific Site Surveillance Features at the Shiprock Disposal Site

Identifier Feature Photo Location

MW-626 Monitor Well 626 43
MW-627 and MW-628; Monitor Wells 627 and 628; Well Point 604 44
WP-604
MW-629 and MW-630 Monitor Wells 629 and 630 45
MW-648 Monitor Well 648 46
WP-601 Well Point 601 47
WP-603 Well Point 603 48
WP-640 Well Point 640 49
WP-641 Well Point 641 50
WP-642 Well Point 642 51
WP-643 Well Point 643 52
WP-644 Well Point 644 53
WP-645 Well Point 645 54
WP-646 Well Point 646 55
WP-647 Well Point 647 56

kind of surveillance feature to be evaluated separately as a group. Specific surveillance features
are discussed first, by category, followed by a description of the condition of each transect.

Observations may include reference to specific photographs in Appendix A, which
contains 134 inspection photographs at 98 locations. Multiple photographs taken at a specific
photograph location are identified by a letter suffix, e.g. 3A, 3B.

2.3.1 Specific Site Surveillance Features

Specific surveillance features are discussed in the order presented in Table 2-1.

Gates and Signs

The three entrance gates are generally in good condition. The gate providing access to the
tailings embankment is located at the far west corner of the embankment (PL-1). Access to the
terrace area north and east of the tailings embankment is through the gate at the end of the
northwest-directed outflow channel (PL-2). The entrance gate to the San Juan River floodplain
area (PL-3A) is bent but functional this condition was reported in the 1990 inspection (DOE,
1991a). In addition, the gate (not considered a main entrance gate) on the road along the
floodplain (PL-4A) is in good condition.

Signs on the entrance gates to the tailings embankment (sign No. 20, PL-1) and the terrace
area (sign No. 22, PL-2) as well as the remaining 21 perimeter signs on the security fence are all
numbered and are shown in Plate 1. Three signs on the security fence were found that were not
shown on the original as-built drawing. These signs (Nos. 21, 22, and 23) ax I shown as a revision
on Plate 1. All these signs are in place and in good condition. Other signs not on the security
fence but adjacent to the floodplain entrance gate and adjacent to the floodplain road gate have
been damaged by rifle fire but are still legible (PL-3B and PL-4B, respectively). Another sign
located inside the barbed-wire fence on the floodplain east of the tailings embankment shows
slight damage from rifle fire (PL-5). This sign is not associated with a gate but serves as a notice
to persons that approach the site from the south along the floodplain.
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Table 2-2. Transects Used During the Inspection of the Shiprock Disposal Site

Transect Description

Security and Barbed-Wire Fences

Northeast-Directed Diversion Channel
Northwest-Directed Outflow Channel
Northwest-Directed Diversion Channel
North-Directed Diversion Channel
Northwest-Directed Diversion Channel

Along Base of Southwest Sideslope
Northwest Sideslope
Northeast Sideslope
East Sideslope
Southeast Sideslope
Southwest Sideslope
Top of Tailings Embankment

Terrace Area

Floodplain Area

Security fence around the tailings embankment, security
fence around the northwest-directed outflow channel,
security fence extending eastward from the tailings
embankment to the terrace edge, barbed-wire fence
extending a short distance eastward on the floodplain east
of the tailings embankment to the San Juan River, and
barbed-wire fence extending east-northeast across the
San Juan River floodplain.

Flat top surface of tailings embankment

Indudes erosion control markers, monitor wells, and a
U.S. Geological Survey marker. Areas also included in
this transect are the immediate vicinities of a monitor well
on the NECA compound, monitor well southeast of the
south boundary monument, and a flowing monitor well
west of Bob Lee Wash.

Includes a large area on the San Juan River floodplain
where monitor wells and well points are scattered over a
1-mile-long area. Two seeps and the condition of the
Mancos Shale diffs at the edge of the floodplain are also
Included in this transect.

Wording on all the signs indicates that the site is US. Government Property. The site is
actually on tribal land (Navajo Nation) and the wording on the signs should be changed to
reflect the correct ownership, as pointed out by a tribal representative during the inspection of
the tribal-owned Tuba City, Arizona, site (DOE, 1992).

Site Markers

The two site markers (SMK-1 and SMK-2) at the Shiprock disposal site are in excellent
condition and show no sign of deterioration. SMK-1 is located just inside the entrance gate to
the tailings embankment (PL-6) and SMK-2 is located on the flat surface near the center of the
top of the tailings embankment (PL-7A).
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Survey Monuments

The three survey monuments at the north, west, and east parts of the site (SM-1 through
SM-3, respectively) were found to be undisturbed and in good condition. SM-I (PL-8A and
PL-8B) is located just inside the security fence near the edge of the terrace north of the tailings
embankment. SM-2 (PL-9) is situated just inside the entrance gate to the tailings embankment.
The third monument, SM-3, is just outside the security fence enclosing the tailings embankment
and just inside the fence that extends eastward on the terrace toward the floodplain of the San
Juan River (PL10).

Boundary Monuments

Eight boundary monuments are noted on the Inspection Drawing (Plate 1). These
monuments are along property lines (Plate 1), which are just outside the security fence. Only
two of these monuments were located during this inspection and are the same as found during
the 1990 inspection (DOE, 1991a). The two monuments that were found are so noted on Plate 1
and are located at the far south end of the tailings embankment (PL-11A and PL-11B) and
adjacent to the San Juan River in the floodplain directly east of the tailings embankment (PL-12).
The south boundary monument was covered by a thin layer of sand and soil, which was brushed
away. The location of this monument in a depression at the base of a slope will ensure that soil
from slope wash and windblown sand will cover the monument between annual inspections.
The east boundary monument was difficult to find because of high grass and weeds along the
San Juan River. The monument location was shown on the original as-built drawing as being in
the San Juan River; the actual position of the bank of the San Juan River in respect to the
monument was estimated and is shown as a revision on Plate 1. Measurements and bearings
were made from the perimeter barbed-wire fence and a well point to the monument to aid in
location of this feature during future inspections; the location is shown in a blowup inset on
Plate 1.

. The remaining six boundary monuments were searched for diligently but none were
found. From the locations outside the security fence shown for these monuments on Plate 1, it is
concluded that most, if not all, of the monuments may have been obliterated by earth moving
activities (if the monuments were installed in the first place). A resurvey of the as-built features
of this site is necessary to reconcile existing discrepancies between actual field conditions and
the location of the other boundary monuments not found. This resurvey can occur after the DOE
UMTRA Project Office and the Navajo Nation establish the formal boundary of the site.

Erosion Control Markers

Four pairs of erosion control markers (ECMs) were installed near the edge of the terrace to
the north and east of the tailings embankment as a means to monitor future erosion of the
terrace edge toward the tailings embankment. The distance between individual markers
constituting each pair is approximately 30 feet, as shown for ECM-1 and ECM-1A, ECM-2 and
ECM-2A, and ECM-3 and ECM-3A (PL-13A, PL-14A, and PL-15, respectively). The ECM with
the A suffix in each pair is farthest back from the edge of the terrace. The measurement made to
monitor the erosion is the distance to the sharp break in slope (at the terrace edge) from the
nearest ECM along the bearing formed by each ECM pair. These distances measured during this
inspection and from the past two annual inspections are presented in Table 2-3. The locations of
the ECM pairs are shown on Plate 1.

The selection of the exact location of the sharp break in slope is somewhat subjective, as
shown by the variation in distances in Table 2-3. However, erosional retreat of the terrace edge
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should be easily detectable from decreases in the measured distances over the long-term. Two
breaks in slope are indicated at the terrace edge near ECM-2; the farthest and more sharp and
abrupt break is the one used for distance measurements (PL-14B).

Table 2-3. Distances to the Sharp Break in Slope Along the Edge of
the San Juan River Terrace

ECM Pair Distance to the Sharp Break In Slope (feet)
1989 1990 1991

1 6.0 5.5 5.5
2 10.5 11.1 11.6
3 6.5 6.0 6.1
4 13.0 13.0 a

OECM-4 and ECM-4A were obierated by earthmoving actives before the
1991 Inpecon.

ECM-4 and ECM-4A have been obliterated, probably by earthmoving equipment as
part of sand and gravel operations along the terrace from this point southward. The former
locations of ECM-4 and ECM-4A are shown on Plate 1. The only evidence found during the
present investigation marking the approximate position of the former ECMs were wooden
stakes lying on the ground (PL-16). This ECM pair should be replaced at or near their former
location to monitor erosional retreat of the terrace edge east of the tailings embankment. The
new markers should be located away from sand and gravel operations to ensure that they will
not be removed.

Settlement Plates

Twelve settlement plates (SP-1 through SP-12) were installed in the north and east parts
of the tailings embankment. The location of each buried plate is marked by 10-inch-diameter
white polyvinyl chloride (PVC) casing pipe that rises above the rock surface cover to heights of
8 inches to 2 feet. A PVC cap sleeve fits snugly over the end of each pipe; the caps are not
locked. Ten of the settlement plates (SP-1 through SP-10 and PL-17 through PL-26,
respectively) are located on the top of the tailings embankment (Figure 2-2, top of tailings
embankment transect). SP-11 is on the northeast sideslope and SP-12 is on the east sideslope
(PL-27 and PL-28, respectively).

The PVC casing pipes and caps of the settlement plates are all in good condition. The caps
were not removed and the interior of the pipes and the settlement markers were not checked.
The pipe for SP-11 leans slightly eastward (PL-27A through PL-27C), which may indicate some
settlement or some downslope movement of cover materials on the northeast sideslope. This
condition should be evaluated as to its effect on measurements of the settlement plate and, if
necessary, the e-asing pipe should be restored to a true vertical position. On the top of the
tailings embankment, the white PVC pipes marking the settlement plates are all dearly visible;
however, growth of Russian thistle 3 to 4 feet high on the northeast and east sideslopes restricts
the visibility (e.g., PL-27A) of SP-11 and SP-12.

Monitor Wells

Twenty-eight groundwater monitor wells (shown in PL-29 through PL-46) were observed
during this inspection. The location of these wells is shown on Plate I and Figure 2-1. Four of
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the monitor wells (MW-1 and MW-600 through MW-602) are within 400 feet of the tailings
embankment; one well (MW-648), for which no location coordinates have been provided by the
UMTRA Project Office, is a flowing artesian well on the terrace approximately 0.4 mile north-
west of the tailings embankment. The remaining 23 wells are scattered along the floodplain
south of the canal (Figure 2-1). The five wells above the floodplain are all single-well locations
and the remaining wells on the floodplain occur as single-, paired-, or triple-well locations. All
of the wells were relatively easy to locate because of the large diameter casing that rises 1 to
3 feet above the ground surface. On the floodplain, the wells are situated in open, cleared areas
or areas of low grass cover.

Most wells are secured by a cap-and-pin system with one or two padlocks. Only two
wells (QM-601 and MW-648) are not secured by this system; MW-601 is covered by a flat cap
that fits over the casing and is secured by one padlock (PL31) and MW-648 is an uncapped
flowing artesian well. Table 2-4 presents the type of well cap and the lock key number for each
monitor well.

Table 2-4. Well-Cap Type and Lock Numbers for Monitor Wells

Cap and Pin Lock Key Cap and Pin Lock Key FRat Cap Lock Key
With Two Padlocks No. With One Padlock No. With One Padlock No.

MW-M NL MW-1 NI MW-601 3359
MW-609 NL MW-600 NL
MW-610 NL MW-602 NL
MW-C11 NL MW-629 NL
MW-612 NL MW-630 NL
MW-613 NL
MW-614 NL
MW-615 NL
MW-616 NL
MW-617 NL
MW-618 NL
MW-619 3392
MW-620 NL
MW-621 NL
MW-622 NL
MW-623 3359
MW-624 3359
MW-625 3359
MW-626 NL
MW-627 NL
MW-628 NL

SNot legible.

The area surrounding each monitor well was inspected for effects of erosion, human
activity, or other factors that might jeopardize the well. All of the wells appear to be out of the
path of frequent human activity, except for wells MW-601, MW-602, and MW-648. MW-601 is
south of the tailings embankment along a gravel/dirt road that provides access to an area where
sand and gravel are being removed. MW-602 is in the NECA compound in an area where
equipment is stored and is near a fire extinguisher. MW-648 is a flowing artesian well along a
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dirt road and near several Navajo homes. Despite the proximity of these three wells to human
activities, no adverse effects were noticed on these wells or on the other wells that are remote
from human activities.

The external physical conditions of the wells were examined; this included the steel casing,
concrete bases, caps, pins, and padlocks. New concrete bases were noted for MW-611 (PL-34A),
MW-617 (PL-39), MW-619 (PL-40), MW-623 (PL-42C), and MW-625 (PL-42B). Three addi-
tional wells-MW-610 (PL-34B) and MW-613 and MW-614 (PL-36W)-have new concrete bases;
however, the concrete work was not finished (unsmoothed) and the wooden forms are still in
place, so that water may not drain away from the wells. The process of freezing and thawing of
undrained water will promote deterioration (cracking) of the concrete bases. The wooden forms
should be removed and the concrete bases for these wells should be smoothed to allow drainage
away from the well casing. MW-608 and MW-609 need new concrete bases because the existing
bases are cracked.

Three monitor wells adjacent to the tailings embankment were previously designated on
the as-built drawing as MW-DM-1 (MW-SHPO2-600), MW-SHB-6GT (MW-SHPO2-601), and
MW-DM-5 (MW-SP02-602). For simplicity in this report, these wells were assigned the
numbers MW-600, MW-01, and MW-602, respectively (Plate 1). Well MW-601, south of the
tailings embankment, has the incorrect number "607" painted on the well casing.

Well Points

Thirteen well points (shown in PL-39, PL-41, PL-44, and PL-47 through PL-56) were
observed during this inspection. The locations of these well points, which are all on the
floodplain of the San Juan River, are shown on Figure 2-1. The well points occur singly by
themselves and are generally not as easy to locate as the monitor wells because of the small
diameter (1.25 to 2 inches) of the galvanized pipe that rises several feet above the ground
surface. Especially difficult to locate were the five well points (WP-640 through WP-644) north
of the canal (Figure 2-1) where dense growth of tamarisks, other trees, and grass restrict vision
and, in places, present an almost impenetrable barrier. South of the canal, the other well points
are generally in open areas and three of the well points (WP-602, WP-604, and WP-07) are
close to pairs or triples of water monitor wells.

Five of the well points (WP-601, WP-602, WP-603, WP-604, and WP-607) have screw-on
caps on top of 12-inch-diameter galvanized pipe. All of these well points occur south of and
within 700 feet of the canal . The remaining eight well points consist of 2-inch-diameter galva-
nized pipe with a cap secured by one padlock. Five of these well points are north of the canal;
two of the well points (WP-640 and WP-641) had 2396 for a lock key number, two well points
(WP-6 and WP-644) had no legible lock key number, and one well point (WP-643) had no
padlock on the well cap (PL-52). The other three well points (WP-645, WP-646, and WP-647) are
in a close group far south on the floodplain; two of the well points (WP-645 and WP-646) had
3359 for a lock key number and the third well point (WP-647) had no legible lock key number.

The area surrounding each well point was inspected for conditions that might jeopardize
the well point. All of the well points appear to be out of the path of frequent human activity and
the well points seem to be in excellent condition. The padlock on WP-643 should be replaced.

One of the well points (WP-606) shown on Figure 2-3 of the 1990 inspection report (DOE,
1991a), was not found during this inspection despite a thorough and diligent search of the area.
This well point also had not been located during the two previous annual inspections. The
conclusion from this search is that WP-606 has been abandoned and the pipe indicating the
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presence of the well point has been removed. The UMTRA Project Office should confirm or
deny the presence of WP-606 on an updated map of specific surveillance features.

2.3.2 Transects

Transects are listed in Table 2-2 and shown in Figure 2-2. The order of presentation of the
transects, from the perimeter fence and edge of the tailings embankment toward the center of
the embankment and then the terrace and floodplain areas away from the embankment, is the
order in which the transects were conducted during the field inspection.

Security and Barbed-Wire Fences

This transect included an inspection of both security-type fencing and barbed-wire fencing.
A security fence extends around the tailings embankment, around the northwest-directed out-
flow channel, and eastward from the tailings embankment to the terrace edge. A barbed-wire
fence extends for a short distance eastward on the floodplain east of the tailings embankment to
the San Juan River and another barbed-wire fence extends east-northeast across the floodplain
north of the tailings embankment.

The security fence is situated inside the property boundary along the northwest, southwest,
and southeast sides of the tailings embankment, on the terrace east of the tailings embankment,
and around the northwest-directed outflow channel (Plate 1). East of the tailings embankment,
the positions of the security fence on the terrace and the barbed-wire fence on the floodplain are
incorrectly shown on the original as-built drawings; the true locations of these fence segments
were estimated and are shown as revisions on Plate 1. The security fence is generally in excellent
condition. Exceptions include five bent fence posts along the northwest boundary of the tailings
embankment and a cut section of barbed wire on the top of the fence along the southwest
boundary of the tailings embankment.

The damaged (bent) fence posts all occur along an approximately 900-foot length of fence
that borders the NECA compound to the west. NECA stores construction materials (PL-57) and
vehicles (PL-58) against this section of fence. Three of the bent fence posts, shown in PL-58A,
PL-58B, and PL-59, are adjacent to dump trucks parked/stored on NECA property and it is
believed that these trucks have backed into the fence and bent the posts. The posts are bent but
the fence mesh has not been broken. Farther north, the two remaining bent fence posts (PL-60)
are not adjacent to stored materials or vehicles and the reason for the bent poles is not as
obvious. As with the other bent posts, no fence mesh has been broken. Fence posts have been
slightly bent but not broken. The bent posts do not compromise the integrity of the security
fence at present; however, this section of fence adjacent to the NECA compound warrants
monitoring during future inspections.

A strand of barbed wire is broken (PL-68) on the top of the security fence along the
southwest boundary of the site. The cause of the broken strand is not certain - it could have
broken naturally or it could have been cut, which is the most likely reason.

The GJPO recommends that the broken barbed-wire strand be replaced or spliced. The
integrity of the security fence is weakened by the broken strand along the top of the fence.

Four additional observations, some of which are related, were made during the inspection
of the security fence transect. None compromise the site presently, but all warrant monitoring
during future inspections.
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The first observation is the erosion by water that has occurred under the bottom of the
security fence near the entrance gate to the terrace area at the end of the northwest-directed
outflow channel. Erosion has occurred under the fence just east of the gate (PL-63) and at the
fence corner just west of the gate (PL-64). This erosion is being caused by a minor drainage
channel that directs runoff water from the adjacent NECA compound toward the northwest
where it passes under the fence, across a small corner of the site, and exits the site next to the
fence corner post. Oil-soaked dirt has been pushed up against the fence (PL-63) on the NECA
compound side to block part of the flow under the fence.

The second observation is that dirt and trash were pushed up against the NECA
compound side of the security fence from the erosion area under the fence (first observation)
eastward to the fence corner near the tailings embankment. Dirt was pushed up against the
fence in three places to depths of 1 to 2 feet. The three locations are shown from east to west in
PL-61B, PL-62, and PL-63, respectively. The dirt is oily in all cases and at the fence corner
(PL-61B) is mixed with various trash items. A view of this trash and soil accumulation from
inside the security fence is shown in PL-61A.

The third observation is accumulation of tumbleweeds at the corner of the security fence at
the south end of the north-directed diversion channel (PL-66). This accumulation on the tailings
embankment side of the fence is about 4 feet deep and occurs in the wind shadow of the
embankment away from the prevailing west and southwest winds.

The fourth observation is the accumulation of windblown sand along the outside of the
security fence at the southwest toe of the tailings embankment. The sand has drifted up on the
fence in places to a depth of about 1 foot (PL-67). The growth of Russian thistle along the
outside of the fence helps the deposition of sand by providing a windbreak.

Presently, only the erosion by water under and around the security fence and the large
accumulation of tumbleweeds at the corner of the security fence are serious enough to warrant
action. The erosion should be corrected by redirecting the drainage of water from the NECA
compound westward so that it stays south of the security fence. The tumbleweeds should be
removed either by burning (if no damage to the fence will occur) or by hauling them away. The
dirt and trash deposits and the windblown sand along the security fence will be monitored
during future inspections.

Although there were no large gaps in the fence, there were gaps under the fence large
enough to permit dogs to enter the fenced area around the tailings embankment; a group of
three wild dogs or coyotes were observed at a distance on the top of the tailings embankment.
These animals left the site soon after they were sighted; the presumption is they exited through
small gaps under the security fence at the north end of the site. This condition should be
monitored during future inspections.

The two sections of barbed-wire fence on the floodplain are generally in good condition.
Two exceptions occur in the section of fence that trends east-northeast across the floodplain
north of the tailings embankment. Erosion is visible around the fence post adjacent to the San
Juan River and a section of barbed-wire strands is loose on the fence adjacent to the gate on the
floodplain road.

Erosion around the base of the fence post is due to lateral movement of the channel of the
San Juan River, only a few feet away (PL-65). Additional erosion will likely weaken this fence
post to the point of collapse within the next few years and this condition should be monitored
during future inspections.
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The fence barbed-wire strands just west of the floodplain road gate are loose (PL-4A). This
condition, also noted in the 1990 inspection report (DOE, 1991a), does not affect the integrity of
the site but should be monitored in future inspections.

Another short section of barbed-wire fence extends from the entrance gate to the floodplain
eastward for a short distance and crosses Bob Lee Wash. The portion of fence that crosses Bob
Lee Wash was nearly obliterated by flood runoff, as noted in the 1990 inspection report, and the
same condition was found during this inspection (PL-95). The continuation of this condition
(and even the removal of this section of fence) does not adversely affect the site unless security
of the floodplain is considered an issue.

Diversion Channels

This transect started at the entrance gate and proceeded around the tailings embankment
in a clockwise direction; the outflow channel is included in this transect. The tailings
embankment has five sides; diversion channels are in place on all but the southeast side of the
embankment (Plate 1). The diversion channels direct sheet flooding from the embankment
toward the north and into the outflow channel, which drains water to the northwest away from
the embankment. The diversion channels and outflow channel are covered by a several foot
thickness of rounded, resistant rock of cobble to boulder size.

The northeast-directed diversion channel is in excellent condition with the exception of the
Russian thistles that are growing in scattered areas and the large piece (about 15 feet long) of
sheet metal trash (PL-71) from the NECA compound that has blown over the security fence and
landed in the diversion channel. This large piece of trash, which was also reported in the 1990
inspection (DOE, 1991a), should be removed. The relative density of Russian thistles, which
grow to a height of 3 or 4 feet, in the diversion channel is shown in PL-69, PL-70A, PL-70B,
PL-71, and PLw72.

Rock cover in the northwest-directed outflow channel is in excellent condition (PL-73 and
PL-74). Russian thistle occur sparsely along the outflow, and tamarisks, which are several years
old (PL-74), occur in the lower part of the outflow channeL Tamarisks will eventually cover the
outflow channel if their growth is allowed to continue. This would slow and possibly dam the
flow of water from the diversion channels. To prevent this restriction of water flow from the
site, the tamarisks in the outflow channel should be cut, perhaps on an every third-year basis.

Sparse Russian thistle growth occurs along the northwest-directed diversion channel
(PL-75 and PL-76A). Growth of Russian thistle is even less frequent along the north-directed
diversion channel and along the northwest-directed diversion channel at the base of the
southwest sideslope (PL-76B and PL-77A, and PL-78 and PL-79, respectively). Rock cover is in
excellent condition in all these diversion channels.

Sideslopes

The transect of the sideslopes started on the northwest sideslope near the entrance gate
area mnd proceeded around the tailings embankment in a clockwise direction. Like the diversion
channels, the five sideslopes of the tailings embankment are covered by several feet of rounded
cobbles and boulders (PL-87). Approximately 1 percent of the rock material is yellow-brown
shale (probably Mancos Shale) that weathers (crumbles) easily. The sides of the embankment are
all in good condition-no evidence of animal burrows, erosion, or settling were noticed. One
small area (less than 50 square feet) on the west part of the northeast sideslope was found where
the rock cover material appears to be thin and finer grained gravel and sand are exposed
(PL-82). Evidence of erosion is not present in this small area, and the reason for the thin cover of
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cobble material probably can be related to original construction of the sideslope. This small area
will be monitored during future inspections for signs of erosion and enlargement.

The density and type of vegetation occurring on the sideslopes and top of the tailings
embankment are important because roots may penetrate the underlying radon barrier and
tailings. The density of vegetation on the sideslopes and top of the embankment is indicated by
notes on Plate 1. Vegetation (Russian thistle) is generally sparse along the northwest sideslope;
however, individual plants occur as large as 5 feet tall (PL-80). Concern is that roots from
thistles this large could penetrate the rock cover, the underlying sand drain, and reach into the
radon barrier material.

The northeast sideslope hosts the largest and most dense concentration of vegetation on
the tailings embankment. The vegetation consists mainly of Russian thistle and is most dense on
the approximately 25 percent of the sideslope that is farthest to the northwest (PL-13B, PL-83A,
and PL-83B). Reasons that this area of the embankment has the most dense vegetation include
(1) the slope is in a leeward, protected position from the southwest prevailing winds; and (2) the
northeast sideslope would retain the most moisture (lowest evapotranspiration) favorable to
plant growth because it is sloped away from the direct sun exposure. One tamarisk tree was
found on this slope during the inspection (PL-84). This tamarisk should be removed (cut down)
as were other tamarisks found on the northwest sideslope during previous annual inspections.
The remainder of the northeast sideslope hosts moderate to sparse growth of Russian thistle
(PL-81 and PL-85A).

Vegetation (small Russian thistle) is sparse to moderate along the east sideslope (PL-85B).
The southeast and southwest sideslopes contain only sparse (PL-77B and PL-86) and short
Russian thistles aPL-79).

Growth of vegetation (Russian thistle and tamarisk) will be a continuing problem on the
sideslopes and top of the tailings embankmen. Unlike tamarisk trees, Russian thistle is an
annual and will reappear again each spring and summer. The root system of both types of
vegetation may penetrate and damage the radon barrier, only 2 to 3 feet below the surface.

Tamnarisks found infrequently on the tailings embankment have been controlled so far by
cutting the trees. No control of Russian thistle growth has been implemented and the spread of
this weed has been increasing each year. Control of Russian thistle as well as tamarisk could be
achieved by application of soil sterilant with reapplications at periods of several years,
depending on when regrowth is detected by inspection monitoring. This form of vegetation
control should be considered for the tailings embankment to prevent damage to the radon
barrier by roots over the long-term.

Top of Tailings Embankment

The top of the tailings embankment is a nearly flat surface of approximately 45 acres
(Plate 1). It was inspected by a series of traverses each spaced about 20 yards apart and parallel
to the five sides of the embankment.

The rock cover for the top consists of rounded, resistant rocks similar to that used in the
sideslopes and diversion channels, except the rock for the top is smaller and mainly of cobble to
gravel size (PL-92A). The rock cover for the top is in good condition with no evidence of
settling, animal burrows, or erosion.

One small area (approximately 60 square feet) near the southeast edge of the top was found
where the rock cover material appears to be thin and finer grained gravel and sand are exposed
(PL-92B). In respect to settlement plate 4, the area is located approximately 150 feet at an
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azimuth of 205. No evidence of erosion is present at this area, and the reason for the thin cover
of cobble material probably can be related to the original construction of the top. This patch of
exposed finer grained material may hold more moisture than the surrounding cobble material
and, therefore, may provide a more suitable environment for plant growth. Only small Russian
thistle plants were observed in the area, but this condition will be monitored during future
inspections for evidence of change.

A panorama of the site taken from the location of SMK-2 is included in Appendix A, PL-7B
through PL-7L This panorama is a series of eight photographs, starting at due north and
continuing in clockwise direction at 45-degree azimuth intervals. The panorama shows the
expanse of the top of the embankment and the condition of generally sparse vegetation. Russian
thistle was the only vegetation noticed in the top traverses. The general condition of the top
cover material is also shown in the photographs taken along the edges of the top at the contact
between the sideslopes and the top (PL-88A, PL-88B, PL-89A, PL-89B, PL-90A, PL-90B,
PL-91A, PL-91B, and PL-93). A line of vegetation often marks the contact between coarse
cobble/boulder material of the sideslopes and the finer cobbler material of the top of the
embankment (PL,89B and PL-91B).

Terrace Area

The terrace area is the area between the escarpment and the security fence around the
tailings embankment, excluding the northwest-directed outflow channeL Much of this area was
inspected during observation of the monitor wells and the erosion control markers. Most of the
terrace area is underlain by about 10 feet of sand and gravel derived from former courses of the
San Juan River before the river cut down to a lower level in its present course.

A US. Geological Survey section and township line marker is located near MW-1 and
ECM-2 (Plate 1). The marker is 72.25 feet at an azimuth of 085 and 140.42 feet at an azimuth of
122 from the above features, respectively. The marker (PL-94) is on the line separating T.30N.,
R.17W. from T.30N., R.18W.

Most of the terrace area east of Bob Lee Wash included in this transect is unvegetated or
sparsely vegetated (PL-13A and PL-16). Noticeable erosional retreat of the escarpment marking
the edge of the terrace was not apparent. As noted previously, ECM-4 and ECM-4A should be
replaced and moved away from the area of active sand and gravel removal operations.

Floodplain Area

Much of the floodplain was inspected during the process of locating the well points and
monitor wells. The floodplain transect is shown on Figure 2-1 and Figure 2-2; a small part of the
floodplain east of the tailings embankment is also shown on Plate 1. No evidence of erosion on
the floodplain surface was seen. Upstream control of the level of the San Juan River will
evidently prevent the floodplain from being inundated by high water. Lateral erosion of the
bank of the river was noticed at the end of the barbed-wire floodplain fence (PL-65). The
progress of this erosion condition will be noted in future inspections.

Access to the five well points north of the canal is difficult because of the dense thickets of
tamarisks. If these well points are no longer being monitored, they should be deleted from
future inspections. If monitoring is to continue at these well points, access needs to be improved
by clearing a road or path through the tamarisks.

Two seeps, designated as 425 and 426 (PL-97 and PL-96, respectively) on Figure 2-1, at the
base of the Mancos Shale cliffs just east and southeast of the mouth of Bob Lee Wash were
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inspected. The flow from both seeps at the time of this inspection was estimated to be about
0.5 gallon per minute. The areas adjacent to the seeps are covered by thick wetland grasses.
Analyses of 1991 water samples from the seeps are available in a report (DOE, 1991b).

Erosion of the Mancos Shale cliff southeast of the seeps is expressed by rock falls resulting
from the collapse of joint-bounded blocks that separate from the cliff face. An example of the
joint-bounded blocks along the cliff face is shown in PL-34C. A recent rock fall is shown in
PL-37B and in detail in PL-98.

The erosion along the Mancos Shale cliff face will continue. No well points or monitor
wells on the floodplain are dose enough to the cliffs to be affected by future rockfalls. The
erosion along the cliff face will be monitored during future inspections for signs of increased
erosional frequency or development of erosional channels that could affect monitor wells or
other developments on the terrace surface above.
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3.0 Conclusion and Recommendations

3.1 Conclusion
The Shiprock disposal site is in good condition at this time. This inspection

of September 1991 is the second Annual Prelicensing Inspection of this site, so a number of
observations from the first (baseline) inspection (DOE, 1991a) conducted in December 1990
were reinspected and evaluated. Numerous observations and recommendations from the 1991
inspection are stated in the following section.

3.2 Observations and Recommendations
Sixteen observations and recommendations from the 1991 inspection are

1. Wording on all the signs at the site contain the words "US. Government Property." This
wording seems to be at variance with 10 CFR 40, which states: 'Where the disposal site
is on Indian tribal lands, the tribes retain ownership (10 CFR 40, Section 40.27)." During
the Tuba City, Arizona, site inspection (DOE, 1992), a site also on Indian tribal land, a
representative of the Hopi Nation requested that signs for that site be corrected to
indicate the true ownership. The Navajo Nation has requested similar changes for signs
at Shiprock.

Recommendation: Wording on all the signs at the site should be corrected.

2. Erosion control markers ECM-4 and ECM-4A on the terrace southeast of the tailings
embankment have been destroyed. The markers were obliterated probably by
earthmoving equipment related to sand and gravel operations that are active on the
terrace from this point southward. Wooden stakes on the ground were the only
evidence seen during this inspection marking the former presence of the markers. This
is an important area for erosion control markers because it is just upstream (the only
upstream ECM location) from the tailings embankment at a critical location to detect
lateral migration of the San Juan River channel.

Recommendationr Replace ECM-4 and ECM-4A near their former locations but where
they will not be disturbed by sand and gravel operations.

3. The casing pipe for SP-11 leans slightly to the east. This may indicate slight settlement
or downslope movement of cover materials on the northeast sideslope. The effect of the
leaning condition of the pipe should be evaluated on measurements of the settlement
plate. If necessary, the casing pipe should be restored to a true vertical position. Casing
pipes for the other 11 settlement plates are all in a vertical position.
Recommendation The UMTRA Project Office should determine if this vertical
deviation of the casing pipe is acceptable. If not, the casing pipe should be restored
to vertical.

4. The concrete work for the new concrete bases for MW-610, MW-613, and MW-614 was
not properly finished and the wooden forms are still in place around the wells. The
concrete bases for MW-608 and MW-609 are cracked and should be replaced. New
concrete bases have been constructed for at least five of the monitor wells; the concrete
surface in all of these was smoothed and sloped away from the well casing and the
forms were removed. The concrete bases should be similarly finished for MW-610,
MW-613, and MW-614. Concrete base replacements of similar quality should be made
for MW-608 and MW-609.
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Recommendation: Properly finish (smooth) concrete bases for MW-610, MW-613, and
MW-614. Replace concrete bases for MW-608 and MW-609.

5. The padlock was missing on WP-643. All of the other well points that do not have
screw-on caps have caps secured by a padlock.
Recommendation: Replace the padlock on WP-643.

6. Despite a diligent and thorough search during this inspection, WP-606 was not found.
This well point also was not located during the two previous annual inspections. This
well point has probably been abandoned and the pipe indicating its location was
removed. If the well point has been abandoned, it should not appear on future maps of
surveillance features or as-built drawings.
Recommendation: The UMTRA Project Office should confirm the existence of
WP-606 on an updated map of surveillance features or confirm the abandonment of
the well point.

7. Along the southwest boundary of the site, a strand of barbed wire along the top of the
-security fence is broken The cause of the broken wire could not be determined,
although it is likely the wire was cut. The integrity of the security fence is weakened by
the broken wire strand.

Recommendation: Repair or replace the broken barbed-wire strand.

8. Erosion by running water has occurred under the bottom of the security fence near the
entrance gate to the terrace area. Gaps at least 1 foot high have been created under the
fence just east of the gate and at the fence corner just west of the gate. A minor drainage
channel that directs water northwestward from the adjacent NECA compound has
caused the erosion. Continued erosion under the fence will enlarge the gaps and
eventually threaten the concrete bases for the fence posts and the overall strength of the
fence. Runoff water from the NECA compound could be diverted westward so that
erosive flows stay to the south of the security fence.

Recommendation: Divert or redirect drainage of water from the NECA compound so it
flows south of and away from the security fence.

9. Oily dirt and trash have been pushed up against the NECA compound side of the
security fence to depths of 1 to 2 feet in three places from the erosion area of
Observation 8 eastward to the fence corner near the tailings embankment. The dirt and
trash are unsightly but do not threaten the integrity of the fence; the dirt actually covers
some of the gaps under the fence.

Recommendation: No action is recommended at this time. The amount of dirt and
trash is presently not large, and it will be monitored during future inspections.

10. Tumbleweeds have accumulated to a depth of about 4 feet at the corner of the security
fence (inside the fence) at the south end of the north-directed diversion channel. This
accumulation is in the wind shadow of the tailings embankment away from the
prevailing west and southwest winds. The tumbleweeds will continue to accumulate,
possibly to the same depth as the height of the fence. In addition to being unsightly, the
tumbleweeds preclude the necessary access to the fence during inspections, and they
pose a range fire hazard.
Recommendation: The tumbleweeds should be removed. Removal of the tumbleweeds
should occur in the spring of 1992, before the 1992 Annual Prelicensing Inspection.
Periodic removal every 2 to 3 years thereafter may be sufficient.

11. Windblown sand has accumulated in places to a depth of about 1 foot along the outside
of the security fence at the southwest toe of the tailings embankment The accumulation
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of sand is enhanced by the growth of Russian thistle that provides a windbreak along
the outside of the fence. Sand accumulation along the fence will continue and the depth
of the sand will probably increase, possibly creating a sand dune problem inside
the fence.
Recommendation: No action is recommended at this time. Presently, the amount of
sand and its extent along the fence is not great. The extent and depth of sand
accumulation will be monitored during future inspections.

12. A large piece of sheet metal trash from the NECA compound has blown over the
security fence and landed in the northeast-directed diversion channel. The trash is
unsightly and should be removed.

Recommendation: Remove the large piece of sheet metal trash.
13. Tamarisks several years old occur in the lower (northwestern) part of the outflow

channel. If the tamarisk growth is allowed to continue, the outflow channel will
eventually be covered by this tree, resulting in slowing and possibly damming the flow
of water from the diversion channels. To prevent this, tamarisk growth in the outflow
channel should be controlled by periodic (every 3 years) removal of the tamarisks.
Recommendation: Remove (cut down) the tamarisk trees in the outflow channel at
3-year intervals.

14. A small tamarisk tree is growing on the northeast sideslope. Roots from this fast-
growing tree would likely penetrate the radon barrier of the tailings embankment
within a few years. Several tamarisk trees found during previous inspections on the
northwest sideslope have been removed (cut down). This tamarisk, as well as any other
on the tailings embankment, should be removed.

Recommendation: Remove (cut down) the tamarisk tree.
15. A number of surveillance features shown on the original drawing, SHP-PS-10-0038,

presently do not exist at the site. Also, several surveillance features present at the site
are not shown on the original drawing. Features on the present revised Inspection
Drawing (Plate 1) that do not occur (or are shown inaccurately) at the site include
ECM-4, ECM-4A, and six boundary monuments. Two features shown in their
approximate positions on the revised drawing (Plate 1), but shown incorrectly on the
original drawing, include a boundary monument (east of the site) on the bank of the San
Juan River and the position of the security fence on the terrace east of the tailings
embankment. Surveillance features that are present (and shown on Plate 1) but are not
shown on the original drawing include signs on the security fence both to the northwest
and to the east of the tailings embankment.

No map of surveillance features is available for the floodplain area that shows the
accurate position of the monitor wells, well points, seeps, entrance gate, and
barbed-wire fences. Also, artesian well MW-648 is not shown on either the original
drawing of surveillance features or the map of the floodplain.
A resurvey of the site is necessary. The resulting map should include the floodplain area
and the ten-e area westward to the location of MW-648, as well as the area covered by
the present map of surveillance features (tailings embankment and adjacent terrace
area) if inspection of these areas will be required after the site is licensed.
Recommendation: Resurvey the site and provide new maps of surveillance features.

16. Access to the five well points on the floodplain north of the canal is very difficult
because of the presence of dense tamarisk thickets. This growth of tamarisks is expected
to only increase, making access even more difficult. If the well points are no longer in
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the UMTRA site monitoring plan, then the well points can be deleted from future
inspections. If plans are to continue monitoring these well points, better access to the
well points needs to be provided by clearing a road or pathway through the tamarisks;
the road or pathway would require periodic maintenance after a period of several years
to dear regrowth of tamarisks.
Recommendation: Determine if the five well points on the floodplain north of the canal
are in the current UMTRA site monitoring plan.

3.3 Site Maintenance
The following site maintenance is recommended before the 1992 inspection:

1. Reword all the signs to show correct information on site ownership.
2. Replace ECM-4 and ECM-4A in an area that will not be affected by sand and gravel

removal operations.
3. Finish (smooth) the concrete surface in the concrete bases for MW-610, MW-613, and

MW-614. New concrete bases should be constructed for MW-608 and MW-609.

4. Replace the padlock on WP-643.
5. Repair or replace the broken barbed-wire strand on the top of the security fence along

the southwest boundary of the site.

6. Redirect drainage of water from the NECA compound so it does not further erode
around the security fence near the entrance gate to the terrace area.

7. Remove tumbleweeds inside the security fence at the corner of the south end of the
north-directed diversion channeL

8. Remove the large piece of trash in the northeast-directed diversion channeL

9. Remove (cut down) the tamarisk trees in the outflow channel.
10. Remove (cut down) the small tamarisk tree on the northeast sideslope.

11. If water monitoring will continue at the five well points north of the canal, clear a road
or path through the dense tamarisk thickets to provide easier access to these well points.

3.4 Contingency Plans
As indicated in the draft Surveillance and Maintenance Plan (DOE, 1986b), the DOE has

established working relationships with the US. Bureau of Reclamation, Earthquake Information
Center, and the Division of Public Safety and Division of Resources Enforcement Agency for the
Navajo Nation. These agencies will contact the DOE should any unusual event come to their
attention that might affect the security or integrity of the Shiprock site.
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Inspection Photo Log

Explanation
Photographs referred to in the text of this report, as well as a list of these photographs, are included in this
appendix (Appendix A). Photographs are identified by photograph location (PL) number (No.). PL
numbers also appear on the Inspection Drawing (Plate 1) and on Figure 2-1.

Specifications
All photographs were taken on Kodacolor 135 film, ISO 200, with a variable focal length (zoom) lens.
Focal lengths vary between 35 mm and 105 mm. All photographs were exposed with daylight
illumination and without filtration.

Photograph Labels
Photographs in Appendix A are labelled as follows:

Photo Location Number Date

I
Description

PL-23 SHP 9/91 SP-7 I

I
Site Abbreviation

When more that one photograph was taken at a given photograph location, different photographs are
identified by a letter suffix, e.g., 3A, 3B.

Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this appendix:

N
NNE
NE
ENE
E
SE
SSE
S
SSW
SW
WSW
W
WNW
NW
NNW
ECM

North
North northeast
Northeast
East northeast
East
Southeast
South southeast
South
South southwest
Southwest
West southwest
West
West northwest
Northwest
North northwest
Erosion control marker

OC
DC
SM
BM
SMK
SP
MW
WP
NECA

USGS

PAN
ft

Outflow channel
Diversion channel
Survey monument
Boundary monument
Site marker
Settlement plate
Monitor well
Well point
Navajo Engineering and
Construction Authority
United States Geological
Survey
Panorama
feet
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Inspection Photo Log
Site: Shiprock, New Mexico
Date: September 9,1991 Time of Day: From 12:45 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.

September 10, 1991 From 8:25 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
September 11, 1991 From 7:45 a.m. to 10-30 a.m.

Weather Conditions: Partly cloudy to cloudy. Low 60s to low 80s *F all 3 days.

Photographer's Azn~uthb Photo DescriptiornRemarks
Location No.'

1 140 Entrance gate and fence sign No. 20; padlock key
No. 0496.

2 035 Entrance gate and fence sign No. 22 at NW-directed OC
area; padlock key No. 2126.

3A 080 Entrance gate (bent) and sign at floodplain area; key
numbers to padlocks are 2396 and 2769.

3B Same as PL-3A, detail of sign.
4A Gate, damaged fence, and shot-up sign, view SSE;

padlock key No. 2396.
4B Same as PL-4A; detail of shot-up sign.
5 345 Sign just inside fence near E BM.
6 080 SMK-1.
7A SMK-2.
7B 000 Panorama from location of SMK-2; view N.
7C 045 Panorama from location of SMK-2; view NE.
7D 090 Panorama from location of SMK-2; view E.
7E 135 Panorama from location of SMK-2; view SE.
7F 180 Panorama from location of SMK-2; view S.
7G 225 Panorama from location of SMK-2; view SW.
7H 270 Panorama from location of SMK-2; view W.
71 315 Panorama from location of SMK-2; view NW.
8A SM-1.
8B Same as PL-8A; detail of survey cap.
9 090 SM-2.

10 SM-3.
11A BM at S end of site.
11B Same as PL-1 A from distance of about 6 feet
12 BM at E end of site.
13A 020 ECM-1 and ECM-1A; distance from ECM-1 to break in

slope is 5.5 feet.
13B 190 Concentration of vegetation on W part of NE sideslope;

ECM-1 is in foreground.
14A 030 ECM-2 and 2A.
14B 340 Same as PL-14A, showing two breaks in slope Indicated

by stakes; the stake to right is 11.6 feet from ECM-2.
15 060 ECM-3 and ECM-3A; distance from ECM-3 to break in

slope is 6.1 feet
16 085 Site of ECM-4 and ECM-4A, which have been

obliterated.
17 SP-1.

'See Plate 1 and Figure 2-1 for photo locations.
bDeclination angle of 130E.
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Inspection Photo Log
Site: Shiprock, New Mexico
Date: September 9,1991 Time of Day: From 12.45 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.

September 10,1991 From 8:25 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
September 11, 1991 From 7:45 a.m. to 10:30 a.m.

Weather Conditions: Partly cloudy to cloudy. Low 60s to low 80s OF all 3 days.

Photographer's AzImuthb Photo Description/Remarks
Location No.!

18 SP-2.
19 SP-3.
20 SP-4.
21 SP-5.
22 SP-6.
23 SP-7.
24 SP-8.
25 SP-9.
26 SP-10.
27A SP-11.
27B Same as PL-27A, showing deviation from vertical.
27C Same as PL-27A, closer view of labelled cap.
28 SP-12.
29 MW-1; one padlock, no key number.
30 MW-600; one padlock, no key number.
31 MW-601; padlock key No. 3359; A S607 Is painted on

the well casing.
32 MW-602, on NECA property near fire extinguisher; one

padlock, no key number.
33 310 MW-608 and MW-609; two padlocks on each well, all

without key numbers; wells need new concrete bases.
34A 275 MW-61 0 and MW-61 1; two padlocks on each well, all

without key numbers; wells have new concrete bases.
34B Same as PL-34A, cdoseup of unfinished concrete work

on new concrete base for MW-610.
34C 145 View SE along Mancos Shale diff showing joint-bounded

cliff blocks.
35 075 MW-612; two padlocks, no key numbers.
36 270 MW-613 and MW-614, showing forms for new concrete

bases (unfinished concrete work); two padlocks on each
well, all without key numbers.

37A 230 MW-615; two padlocks, no key numbers.
37B 180 Cliff of Mancos Shale showing recent rock fall; MW-615

Is at left.
38 010 MW-616; two padlocks, no key numbers.
39 035 MW-617, MW-618, and WP-602; new concrete base on

MW-617; two padlocks on each MW, all without key
numbers.

aSee Plate 1 and Figure 2-1 for photo locations.
bDedinaston angle of 130 E.
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Inspection Photo Log
Sites Shiprock, New Mexico
Date: September 9,1991 Mime of Day: From 12.45 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.

September 10,1991 From 825 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
September 11, 1991 From 7:45 anm. to 10 30 a.mL

Weather Conditions: Partly cloudy to cloudy. Low 60s to low 8s OF all 3 days.

Photographer's Azimuthb Photo Description/Remarks
Location No.

40 MW-619, showing new concrete base; two padlocks, all
with key No. 3392.

41A 270 MW-620, MW-621, and MW-622; two padlocks on each
well, all without key numbers.

41 B WP-607.
42A 010 MW-623, MW-624, and MW-625; two padlocks on each

well, all with key number 3359.
42B Same as PL-42A; new concrete base for MW-625.
42C Same as PL-42A; new concrete base for MW-623.
43 MW-626; two padlocks, no key numbers.
44A 335 MW-627 and MW-628; two padlocks on each well, all

without key numbers.
44B WP-604.
45A MW-629; one padlock, no key number.
45B MW-630; one padlock, no key number.
46 155 MW-648, showing artesian flow.
47 355 WP-601.
48 340 WP-603.
49 320 WP-640; padlock key No. 2396.
50 135 WP-641; padlock key No. 2396.
51 290 WP-642; one padlock, no key number
52 350 WP-643; no padlock on cap.
53 310 WP-644; one padlock, no key number.
54 355 WP-645; padlock key No. 3359.
55 035 WP-646; padlock key No. 3359.
56 305 WP-647; one padlock, no key number.
57 045 Concrete blocks on pallets on NECA property starting at

11th fence post N of entrance gate.
58A 020 Bent fence post two posts S of fence sign No. 2.
58B 020 Same as PL-58A; detail of bent fence post.
59 020 Bent fence posts, which are the 11th and 14th fence

posts N of fence sign No. 2.
60 005 Bent fence posts, which are the 19th and 20th fence

posts S of fence comer.
61A 255 Trash accumulate-. inside the fence at the fence comer.
61B 100 Same as PL-61 A; trash accumulation on NECA property

outside the fence at the fence comer; fence sign No. 4 is
at right.

aSee Plate 1 and Figure 2-1 for photo locations.
bDedinadon angle of 13 E
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Inspection Photo Log
Site: Shiprock, New Mexico
Date: September 9,1991 Time of Day: From 12:45 pmL to 6:00 p.m.

September 10, 1991 From 8:25 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
September 11, 1991 From 7:45 a.m. to 10-30 a.m.

Weather Conditions: Partly cloudy to cloudy. Low 60s to low 80s OF all 3 days.

Photographer's Azimuthb Photo Description/Remarks
Location NOPa

62 310 Oily dirt pushed up against NECA property side of fence
between 2nd and 4th fence posts E of fence sign No. 21.

63 350 Erosion under fence and oil-soaked dirt pushed up
against NECA property side of fence between the 2nd
and 4th posts E of entrance gate.

64 300 Erosion around fence comer.
65 Erosion around concrete base of fence post on bank of

San Juan River.
66 120 Tumbleweed accumulation at fence comer; fence sign

No. 10 is at left
67 330 Sand drifted up along fence near fence sign No. 17.
68 Broken fence wire between the 4th and 5th fence posts

NW of fence sign No. 18.
69 040 View NE down NE-directed DC.
70A 210 View SSW up NE-directed DC.
70B 020 View NNE down NE-directed DC.
71 005 Large piece of trash in NE-directed DC.
72 165 View S up NE-directed DC.
73 310 View NW down NW-directed OC.
74 280 Tamarnsks growing In NW-directed OC.
75 125 View SE up NW-directed DC.
76A 305 View NW down NW-directed DC.
76B 175 View S up N-directed DC.
77A 355 View N down N-directed DC sideslope.
77B 225 View SW along base of SE sideslope.
78 315 View NW down NW-directed DC along base of

SW sideslope.
79 135 View SE up NW-directed DC along base of SW sideslope.
80 095 Large Russian thistle on NW sideslope.
81 125 View SE of vegetation on NE sideslope.
82 Fine-grained material among cobbles on NE sideslope

about two fence posts E of fence sign No. 6.
83A 310 View NW of vegetation concentration on NE sideslope

about 19 fence posts E of fence sign No. 6.
83B 135 View SE of vegetation concentration on NE side-Cope

about 19 fence posts E of fence sign No. 6.
84 Young tamarisk on NE sideslope about 25 fence posts W

of fence sign No. 7.
85A 300 View WNW along NE sideslope.

'See Plate I and Figure 2-1 for photo locations.
bDeclination angle of 13 E.
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Inspection Photo Log
Site: Shiprock, New Mexico
Date: September 9,1991 Time of Day: From 12.45 p.m. to 6:00 p=L

September 10,1991 From 825 a.m. to 4:30 pxL
September 11, 1991 From 7:45 a.m. to 10:30 a.m.

Weather Conditions: Partly cloudy to cloudy. Low 60s to low 80s 0F all 3 days.

Photographer's Azimuthb Photo DescriptionlRemarks
Location No.a

852 175 View S along E sideslope.
86 050 View NE midway up SE sideslope.
87 Closeup of sideslope cobbles on SW sideslope.
88A 040 View NE, top of NW sideslope.
88B 145 View SE, top of SW sideslope.
89A 210 View SSW, top of NW sideslope.
89B 120 View ESE, top of NE sideslope.
90A 300 View WNW, top of NE sideslope.
90B 170 View S, top of E sideslope.
91A 350 View N, top of E sideslope.
91B 225 View SW, top of SE sideslope.
92A Cobble cover material on top of disposal cell; SP-4 is

150 feet at an azimuth of 025.
92B Fine-grained material exposed through thin cobble cover

material several feet from PL-92A.
93 055 View NE, top of SE sideslope.
94 USGS Township and Section line marker.
95 View NE down Bob Lee Wash from just E of entrance

gate to floodplain area.
96 Seep 426 at base of Mancos Shale cliff about 20 feet

high; flow is about 0.5 gallon per minute.
97 View SE of seep 425 at base of Mancos Shale cliff about

20 feet high. Flow is about 0.5 gallon per minute.
98 260 Closeup of recent rockfall from Mancos Shale cliff.

*See Plate 1 and Figure 2-1 for photo locations.
bDedinalion angle of 13° E
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Appendix B
Resumes of Inspectors
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Craig S. Goodknight

Fields of Competence
* Mineral resource assessment * Geologic mapping
* Geologic and geohydrologic characterization * Prqect management

of hazardous and/or radiologic sites
* Environmental Assessment/Environmental * CERCLA RI/FS process

Impact Statement process

Experience Summary
Eighteen years of varied professional experience including 7 years in uranium exploration and uranium
resource evaluation, 2 years of supervision and planning for conducting UMTRA assessment and
verification surveys, 3 years of evaluation and management of geologic and mineral resources on Federal
lands, and 6 years of radiologic and hazardous waste site (CERCLA RI/FS-related) investigations and
geologic feasibility and characterization studies.

Credentials

BS., Geology, University of Tulsa (1971)
MS., Geology, University of New Mexico (1973)
Member, Geological Society of America
Member, Association of Engineering Geologists
Member, Rocky Mountain Association of Geologists

Employment History

1974-77 District Geologist, US. Bureau of Land Management, Utah and Colorado
1977-86 Geologist and Department Supervisor, Bendix Field Engineering Corp.
1986-90 Principal Scientist and Project Manager, UNC Geotech
1990-Present Principal Scientist/Geologist, Chem-Nuclear Geotech, Inc.

Key Projects
Project Manager for characterization of two Operable Units of the Denver Radium (Superfund) site, which
contained radium and thorium contamination commingled with base metals.
Principal Investigator for evaluation of areas favorable for uranium deposits in Colorado, New Mexico,
Wyoming, and Nevada for the DOE Uranium Resource Evaluation (NURE) Program; numerous (NURE)
publications resulted from this work.
Conducted for the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Regions 3 and 4 a study that identified areas
that have potential for high indoor radon concentrations based on screening of NURE data and geologic
characteristics.
Supervisor of the Bendix Field Engineering Radiologic Support Department which assessed or
characterized uranium mill tailings contamination at properties in Grand Junction, Colorado, Edgemont,
South Dakota, and Monticello, Utah. Department responsibilities also included verification surveys that
confirmed that the tailings-related contamination had been removed to EPA standards.
Conducted geologic investigations/characterizations for hazardous waste sites in Colorado, Texas, and
Ohio and for support in geophysical detection of tunnels constructed by the North Koreans along the
Demilitarized Zone in South Korea.
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Charles A. Jones

Fields of Competence
* Geologic site dharacterization * Environmental impact analysis
* Regulatory compliance * NEPA compliance
* Mineral resource assessment

Experience Summary
Five years experience in uranium exploration and uranium resource evaluation Nine years experience in
management of site characterization studies at proposed high-level waste disposal sites.
Two years experience in implementation and management of surveillance and maintenance activities at
DOE disposal sites.

Credentials

BA., Geology, University of California, Berkeley, California
Ph.D., Geology, University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon
Geological Society of America
Society of Economic Paleontologists and Mineralogists
Sigma Xi

Employment History

1972-75 Assistant Professor, Chadron State College, Chadron, Nebraska
1975-86 Geologist and Program/Project Manager, Bendix Field Engineering Corporation
1986-90 Program/Project Manager, UNC Geotech
1990-Present Program Manager, Chem-Nuclear Geotech, Inc.

Key Projects
DOE National Uranium Resource Evaluation (NURE) program: uranium resource evaluation in Texas
and Utah, publications in uranium resource evaluation; managed field operations at five district offices.
DOE Office of Nuclear Waste Isolation (ONW1): managed geochemical and mineralogical research
projects, isotopic dating of host rock and formation waters, and established sample archival system in
support of site characterization projects in Texas and Washington.
DOE Long-Term Surveillance and Mainenance (LTSM) Program responsible for implementation
and management of new surveillance and maintenance program for long-term custody of remote
DOE disposal sites, primarily those decontaminated and stabilized by DOE remedial action programs and
projects.
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David L. Scheuerman

Fields of Competence
Hazardous waste remediation, uranium mill and tailings decommissionin& environmental restoration,
project development and management of contract operator, project scheduling, construction procedures
with associated Quality Assurance inspections, fiscal management and resource maximization, structure
and foundation design, and public relations.

Experience Summary
Twenty-three years of professional experience including 6 years of managing environmental restoration, 4
years of uranium mine technical and economic/financial feasibility studies, 8 years of structural and
foundation design, and 5 years of national and international security.

Credentials
BS., Civil Engineering, University of Wyoming, Laramie, Wyoming
Graduate Studies, Business Administration, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee

Employment History
1990-Present Chem-Nuclear Geotech, Inc., Grand Junction, Colorado
1971-1990 Tennessee Valley Authority, Chattanooga, Tennessee, and Casper, Wyoming
1966-1971 United States Air Force, US. and International Locations

Key Projects

Project Manager for the Monticello Remedial Action Project (MRAP), Utah The former millsite with
associated buried tailings, materials, and equipment will be environmentally restored.
Project Manager for the Long-Tern Surveillance and Maintenance (LTSM) Program, Grand Junction,
Colorado. Perform constructibility inspections and associated maintenance activities.
Project Manager for the Edgemont Mill Decommissioning, South Dakota. Managed contract operator to
excavate and transport 4.5 million tons of radioactive waste to an engineered disposal site. Coordinated
on-site logistics for contract agreements with DOE (GJPO and Chem-Nuclear), the US. Environmental
Protection Agency, the city of Edgemont, and the State of South Dakota.
Project Manager for the Marquez Uranium Mine, New Mexico. Evaluated feasibility of contract operator
proposed mine plan. Coordinated plan and budget approvals and prepared a technical and economic/
financial feasibility study.
Designed new electrical transmission line right-of-way locations working with property owners and
governmental agencies. Prepared and conducted public meetings discussing all aspects of the design.
Designed and drafted structural details for various transmission line and substation structures with
supporting foundations.
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